Lack of muscle contractile property changes at the time of perceived physical exhaustion suggests central mechanisms contributing to early motor task failure in patients with cancer-related fatigue.
Fatigue is one of the most common symptoms reported by cancer survivors, and fatigue worsens when patients are engaged in muscle exertion, which results in early motor task failure. Central fatigue plays a significant role, more than muscle (peripheral) fatigue, in contributing to early task failure in cancer-related fatigue (CRF). The purpose of this study was to determine if muscle contractile property alterations (reflecting muscle fatigue) occurred at the end of a low-intensity muscle contraction to exhaustion and if these properties differed between those with CRF and healthy controls. Ten patients (aged 59.9±10.6 years, seven women) with advanced solid cancer and CRF and 12 age- and gender-matched healthy controls (aged 46.6±12.8 years, nine women) performed a sustained contraction of the right arm elbow flexion at 30% maximal level until exhaustion. Peak twitch force, time to peak twitch force, rate of peak twitch force development, and half relaxation time derived from electrical stimulation-evoked twitches were analyzed pre- and post-sustained contraction. CRF patients reported significantly greater fatigue as measured by the Brief Fatigue Inventory and failed the motor task earlier, 340±140 vs. 503±155 seconds in controls. All contractile property parameters did not change significantly in CRF but did change significantly in controls. CRF patients perceive physical exhaustion sooner during a motor fatigue task with minimal muscular fatigue. The observation supports that central fatigue is a more significant factor than peripheral fatigue in causing fatigue feelings and limits motor function in cancer survivors with fatigue symptoms.